Toll-like receptor gene expression in fresh and archived ovine pseudoafferent lymph DEC205+ dendritic cells.
Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are key regulators of the innate and adaptive immune response to bacterial, viral and fungal pathogens. To date, 10 human TLRs and 13 mouse TLRs have been identified and they exhibit tissue-specific mRNA/protein expression patterns. We recently cloned and characterized 10 ovine TLR genes. The present study was carried out to determine the expression profile of TLRs 1-10 in fresh and archived ovine pseudoafferent lymph (pAL) cells and pAL dendritic cells (pALDCs) using two-step quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) with ovine specific primer/probe sets. Dendritic cells are important in the initiation and maintenance of immune responses and express a spectrum of pattern-recognition receptors (that includes the TLRs). Fresh and archived total pAL cells expressed all 10 ovine TLRs to a broadly similar extent and TLR1-10 mRNA expression was observed in DEC205(hi) pALDCs. In addition, there were changes in particular TLR transcript levels in DEC205(hi) pALDC in archived lymph samples at two time points after orf virus reinfection. The results show that frozen archived cells can be used for retrospective TLR gene expression analysis. Furthermore, changes in TLR gene expression in DEC205(hi) pALDC after orf virus reinfection in the skin of sheep suggests that more detailed analyses of TLR gene expression changes during disease processes are worthwhile. These data will be useful to inform future studies on the role of TLRs in disease pathogenesis and control.